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Sandra Murcia
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I am a student of architecture and after five 
long years I will have my architectural degree.

I started to study this art because I wanted to 
learn how to design spaces that could satisfy 
the different functions of humans. I think that 
the most important of architecture is the fact 
you can improve the healthiness, habitability 
and security conditions of the places, and de-
finitely to restore, what I really like.

I have worked in an engineering company 
from Barcelona, analysing, drawing and stud-
ying more than 2000 bar terraces where I 
became familiar with the urban space and 
its limits between the private and the public 
space. Moreover I have worked in Telepiz-
za and Decathlon where I have learned to 
work as a team and to organize and plan-
ning the work to be as efficient as possible. 

Thanks to my work experience it’s easy to work 
as a team and to complete work on time to meet 
projects deadlines. Also I am a persistent and 
constant person and I like to be serious with the 
work and that everything progresses properly.

I’m an active person and I like to do dynamic 
activities when I have free time.
I have been doing Taekwondo for almost 
seven year and I am interested in all kind of 
sports like swimming, go with the mountain 
bike, go to skate, do snowboard, canyoning…
I like to feel the nature and I am in a be-
tter mood when I am fit or in movement.  



Curriculum vitae

Education
2015

Skills

2010

Computer
CAD

Languages
Catalan

Hobbies

Graphic design

Spanish

Office IT
Computing

English

2013

2011

2012-15

2011

2008

Background
2014

Employment
2014-15

Last year of architectural degree
ETSAV. Escola Tècnica Superior d’Arquitectura del 
Vallès.
University scholarship granted of MECD. Ministeri 
d’Educació, Cultura i Esport.

Technological A level
Outstanding. Sabadell high school
Graduate in high school
Sabadell high school

Ability to work as a team
Responsible and capacity for work organization 
      and planning
Constant, hard worker and completing work on 
     time to meet project dead lines 
Capacity to analyse, summarise and organize large 
     amounts of information 

Bentley MicroStation V8i 2D i 3D, AutoCad  2D, 
SketchUp
Adobe Creative - Photoshop, InDesign
Microsoft Office - Word, Excel, PowerPoint  
HTML(5), CSS   

2/01/2016

Mother tongue
Mother tongue
First Certificate in English (B2). Studying

Drawing; black&white drawings
Taekwondo brown belt, for 7 years
Hiking and walk long routes

International competition - sustainable housing
SDE’14. Solar Decathlon Europe 2014
Member of “Ressò team”
Design a self-sufficient and sustainable house for social 
rehabilitation
          1st Architecture award
          1st Innovation award
          3rd Urban design, Transportation & Affordability award

XIX Competition -Knauf constructive solutions 
Prototype design of a cinema with  Knauf constructive 
solutions
          1st prize

Volunteer at 48H Open House Barcelona
Tour guide at MMBCN. Museo del Modernisme de Barcelona

Intern in a study- Business Strengths Engineering,SL 
Participation in a Project for the Barcelona’s city council 
Analyse, draw and study more than 2000 bar terraces  
Work as a team and work organization 
Kitchen assistant - Telepizza    
Food handling certificatesolutions
Work as a team and work coordination
Sporting goods saleswoman - Decathlon  
Technical knowledge about all the products
Work as a team and work planning
Stock control and ordering organization
Ability to guide customers and to solve them of any doubt
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Ressò Team is a team made up of about 
40 students in which I participated in Solar 
Decathlon Europe 2014 competition. We 
had to design and build a real sustainable 
house. Ressò is an urban strategy that rein-
terprets the way of life and its objective is 
to solve the social and energetic weakness 
of a specific urban context. The strategy is 
materialized as a “collective house”, whe-
re people satisfy their domestic and social 
needs through the collectivization. Perso-
nally I took part in the urbanism team and 
we focused on the Ressò implementation 
in the real life, in Sant Muç, Rubí. One of 
the objectives was study the neighbour-
hood and its energetic problems by some 
surveys and quantified the profit that 
each family could have because of Ressò.

Solar Decathlon Europe 2014
Collective house
Versailles, Paris
about 30 ETSAV students  
03/2013-08/2014

competition
subject
location
team
year

01
PROTOTYPE’S BASIS
There is not architcture wi-
thout use or without user. 
This is Ressò’s main idea in 
reference to the protetype’s 
proposal.
This collective space in where 
the different uses needed by 
the different users take place 
must is maximum, in order to 
admit the maximum number 
of people.
This way it will be enoguh 
versatile to do different scale 
uses and to admit as many 
users as possible. As to this, it 
is essential that the prototy-
pe offersa flexibility regarding 
inner partitions: it must be 
able to be a unique space for 
only one activity or multiple 
spaces for multiple activities. 
The typological proposal’s 
composition reveals a cer-
tainly utopian strategy. 

Ressò
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The design world and the interior design 
about constructions are gaining impor-
tance in the architecture’s world; this is 
the main point of this subject. The Knauf 
Company collaborates with this subject 
and every year organizes a competition, 
in this competition the students have to 
develop the concepts learned in class 
but using knauf constructive solutions. 

That year we had to design a cinema pro-
totype and to experiment with materials 
and geometries to achieve a good acous-
tic and lighting solution. In our project 
we design a new system based in two cu-
bes (one inside the other) and with their 
position they could absorb more or less 
sound, depending on the film frequency.    

competition
subject
location
team
year

02
CONSTRUCTION
Wall:
GH. es H-

Double upright in H with a 
continue reinforcement for 
fire resistance. A
bsorbent wall formed by a 

wooden substructure that 
improves the soundproofing 
and it is wrapped by a fire 
resistant fabric.   

Ceiling:
Suspend Knauf D116 E-
Fire-break Knauf sheet at-

tached to the structure with 

moorings. 
“Buffles” plates containing 
two cubes, one within the 

other. Modifying the cubes 

position we can get more or 

less acoustic absorption, ac-
cording to the base frequen-

cy of the film. 

Cinema prototype

10 11

Knauf Company
Cinema
Non-placed
with Eli Planell and Mar Planas 
09/2012-01/2013
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The process of global urbanization, due to 
the model of urban concentration and the 
disperse occupation of the territory, requi-
res a deep reflection about its develop-
ment. It requires the necessity of recogni-
se the new reality of the territory and the 
necessity to act from the public initiative. 

For this reason in this project we had to 
study Montcada i Reixach and to do a punc-
tual intervention to improve the entire te-
rritory ensemble. This intervention was the 
expansion of a crossing below the railway 
accompanied by a square and some inte-
rior elements of information. Moreover it 
was a triple interchange place: about co-
llective urban mobility, about the union 
between the different natural areas of the 
city and about the commercial activity.

03

UNDERPASS
The slope conditions of the 
place lead to an underpass 
intervention

The kneekap that makes city

HUB3

13 14

academic project
subject
location
professor
year

The territorial project
Pedestrian subway
Montxada i Reixac, Bcn
Xavi Matilla, Carles Llop  
02/2014-06/2015
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In this subject we had to re-inhabit some 
abandoned industrial units in Sabade-
ll. We had to detect the neighbourhood 
conflicts and become interested in these 
industrial units to take advantage of the-
se possibilities and opportunities to reac-
tivate and to give them a useful activity. I 
found interesting how the “time” element 
is a key element and that we have to con-
sider it to understand the architecture. 

I learned that re-inhabit is more impor-
tant for the action than for the object, that 
the thing we reform isn’t the architectu-
re but the way we use it and its potential. 
I liked to know how to take advantage of 
the building attributes and particulari-
ties and its urban spaces and to improve 
the current situation regarding the initial. 

04
MAIN STRATEGY

From the house to the street

16 17

academic project
subject
location
professor
year

Project IX
Restoration
Sabadell, Barcelona
Pere Fuertes 
09/2014-01/2015
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Nowadays we live in a society in which we 
don’t need the construction of new buil-
dings, we need to modify the existing buil-
dings and change their use instead of let 
them abandoned. 
This project appears from the proposal to 
convert the ground floor of a conventional 
house from Barcelona into a business premi-
se. The current distribution of the load-bea-
ring walls limit the use we could give this 
space, so that we did some scaffolding in 
order to get an open space. This work con-
sists of drawing the current building propo-
sing the removing of the load-bearing walls 
and the creation of news scaffoldings. Then 
we propose the appropriate constructive 
solutions and we calculate all the new re-
quired beams in order to maintain the top 
structure intact.

05
INTERVENTION CRITERIA
The necessity to create a 
store window and an entran-
ce through the shop makes 
necessary the ground floor 
scaffolding of the principal 
façade. 

We considered convenient 
the omission of the left cour-
tyard to get an open floor.
Due to a business premise 
is a “public” space also it is 
important to guarantee the 
accessibility of all people in 
order not to exclude anyone. 
Also it is appealing to treat 
the entrance zone, specially 
creating a refuge zone for 
the raining days for example. 

A new adaptation

19 20

academic project
subject
location
professor
year

Construction VIII
Adaptation of a house
Barcelona
Antoni Paricio  
09/2014-01/2015
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The Tarragó house, better known as “la Car-
boneria”, is a heritage interest building that 
is in disuse. It is important because it was 
the first construction in Barcelona that sol-
ves the corner building. In this project we 
had to design a social equipment to restore 
and reuse this house. I designed a project 
to strengthen the architectural values and to 
solve the adaptation of the existing building 
and its extension to include a new functio-
nal programme, a civic centre and to con-
nect the whole construction with the city. 
In this project I learned to do renders 
with MicroStation programme and to 
represent and show the real materiali-
ty and the atmosphere I was thinking in.

THE PROJECT
The implementation of a new 
building not aligned to the 
street generates a misalign-
ment in order to give impor-
tance to the current building 
and to give visibility towards 
the backyard. This access is 
done through an open pas-
sage under the first floor of 
the new building. 

Is generated a circular tour 
around the back façade in 
order to give it value, ge-
nerating an interior balcony. 
The new façade modulation 
is composed from the cu-
rrent building measurement.
The main idea is to restore 
the current building creating 
an open floor, replacing the 
load-bearing walls. 

La Carboneria, a civic centre
06

academic project
subject
location
professor
year

Project VII
Civic centre
Barcelona
Mariona Benedito 
09/2013-01/2014
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Since I was a child I have always been 
drawing. I consider this activity relaxing 
because I focus only in what I am doing at 
the moment and I forget about everything 
else. When I started the degree I had the 
“drawing I” class, I started to draw buil-
dings, thing that I hadn’t done before, 
I liked it and I learned a lot, so I decided 
to continue with my pencil and my sheet. 

I know that my drawings aren’t spec-
taculars but I think that the really im-
portant is how you feel when you are 
doing something, if the results are good 
everyone will congratulates you but I 
believe that the important is the way. 

07
My drawings
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SOME OF MY SKETCHES
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Contact

To get more information please contact me 
through: 

           sans.mual@gmail.com  
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